Dance Choreography: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Cordelia Longo LR Dance of Inspiration
2nd Place Michelle Travis IP Believe in Your Dreams
3rd Place Tiana Luu IP Believe in Your Dreams

Film Production: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Carver Harrison LR Green Sea Turtles
Honorable Mention
   Beck Harrison LR Save the Green Sea Turtles

Film Production: Middle School Division Grades 6-8
1st Place Martha Sprague Earth’s Great Mysteries
Honorable Mention
   Robert Yee Magic is Around Us

Film Production: High School Division Grades 9-12
1st Place Barry Briggs El Doggo II

Literature: Primary Division Grades Preschool-2
1st Place Kayla Roberts IP The Trip to the Moon

Literature: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Leila Gerry WM Chronicles of Gemtopia
2nd Place Kaya Jaecks LR Friendship Comes from the Heart

Literature: Middle School Division Grades 6-8
1st Place Rohan Tatum Maris, Wagner, Clemente

Literature: High School Division Grades 9-12
1st Place Hannah Lewis I Dream of Wings

Music Composition: Primary Division Grades Preschool-2
1st Place Ava Yeh WM I Believe in the Candy Fairy
2nd Place Hannah Stone IP The Sugar Plum Fairy

Music Composition: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Emily Chin IP Bike Riding
2nd Place Andrew Yeh WM A Nightmare Turned to a Beautiful Dream
3rd Place Amanda Chin IP The Mystery Adventure
Honorable Mention
   David Zachariah IP Reaching for the Sky
   Sasha Nelson Seattle Country Day School Dreamland
   Kyra McPherson IP The Magic of Victory
   Kaya Jaecks LR Sunrise
   William Norden LR Recollections

Music Composition: Middle School Division Grades 6-8
1st Place Alexander Hill River of Inspiration
2nd Place Damien Snyder Spera
3rd Place Sydney Chou Ocean

Music Composition: High School Division Grades 9-12
1st Place Jacob Evans Believe, Dream, Inspire

Photography: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Kieran Rogers IP I Believe in My World
2nd Place Kaya Jaecks LR A World that is Soft, Calm, and Beautiful
3rd Place Kieran Rogers IP Clouds and the Lake
Honorable Mention
   Grace Han LR Squirrel

Photography: Middle School Division Grades 6-8
1st Place Katherine Gelsey The Dream Pool
2nd Place Katherine Gelsey The Bubble
3rd Place Sydney Chou Daydreaming
Honorable Mention
   Helen Olson Second Life
   Colin Bogar Sun Ray
   Neal Ma Seeing Stars
   Jessica Waller Puppy Love

Photography: High School Division Grades 9-12
1st Place Emily Greaves The Dreamer
2nd Place Caitlin Cox One Day
3rd Place Ren Jaecks Sunset
Honorable Mention
   Stephanie Prince Trapped

Visual Arts: Primary Division Grades Preschool-2
1st Place Madeline Rosales LR Angels
2nd Place Amelia Han LR Bears on the Floating Island
3rd Place Eva Porteous LR My Bakery
Honorable Mention
   Luke Sincock IP Fast Bird
   Maria Zhang IP Penguin Family
   Miles Barnett LR Creatures of My Dreams 4
   Miles Barnett LR Creatures of My Dreams 6
   Tiaxin Luo IP Bird’s Search

Visual Arts: Intermediate Division Grades 3-5
1st Place Kieran Rogers IP Blue Angels
2nd Place Kaisa Olson IP Dream Big
3rd Place William Norden LR Mountain Stream
Honorable Mention
   Mia Shi WM Door to the Prairie
   Wooje Chung LR Happy Dream!
Grace Han LR Inspiration From the Beauty of Music
Nathan Iliuc LR Football Game
Kaya Jaecks LR Friendship Peace and Love
Rachel Shi WM Soar

**Visual Arts: Middle School Division Grades 6-8**
1st Place Genwoo (Brian) Park The Helping Hand
2nd Place Grace Zhang A Piece of Nature
3rd Place Sanjna Narayan Freefalling
**Honorable Mention**
    Helen Olson Possibilities
    Sanjna Narayan My Dream

**Visual Arts: High School Division Grades 9-12**
1st Place Michelle Na Candles
2nd Place Caroline Boisssoneault Mind Over Matter
3rd Place Brandon Fotheringill Inspiration
**Honorable Mention**
    Bryce Bogar Jazz One Man Band
    Shaarika Kaul Imagination
    Max Hibbert Be Different